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In the �X174 procapsid, 240 external scaffolding proteins form a nonquasiequivalent lattice. To achieve this
arrangement, the four structurally unique subunits must undergo position-dependent conformational switches.
One switch is mediated by glycine residue 61, which allows a 30° kink to form in �-helix 3 in two subunits,
whereas the helix is straight in the other two subunits. No other amino acid should be able to produce a bend
of this magnitude. Accordingly, all substitutions for G61 are nonviable but mutant proteins differ vis-à-vis
recessive and dominant phenotypes. As previously reported, amino acid substitutions with side chains larger
than valine confer dominant lethal phenotypes. Alone, these mutant proteins appear to have little or no
biological activity but rather require the wild-type protein to interact with other structural proteins. Proteins
with conservative substitutions for G61, serine and alanine, have now been characterized. Unlike the dominant
lethal proteins, these proteins do not require wild-type subunits to interact with other viral proteins and cause
assembly defects reminiscent of those conferred by the lethal dominant proteins in concert with wild-type
subunits. Although atomic structures suggest that only a glycine residue can provide the proper torsion angle
for assembly, mutants that can productively utilize the altered external scaffolding proteins were isolated, and
the mutations were mapped to the coat and internal scaffolding proteins. Thus, the ability to isolate strains that
could utilize the single mutant D protein species would not have been predicted from past structural analyses.

Proper virion assembly requires a series of precise protein-
protein interactions that proceed along an ordered morphoge-
netic pathway. During T�1 Microvirus assembly (canonical
species: �X174, G4, and �3), early intermediates are directed
into larger macromolecular structures by a class of transiently
associated proteins called scaffolding proteins. These proteins
mediate the conformational switching of structural proteins,
assist in lowering the nucleation barrier for assembly, and
ensure morphogenetic fidelity (10). While many large DNA
viruses rely on a single internal scaffolding protein, the small
microviruses and the satellite P4-like viruses require both in-
ternal and external scaffolding proteins (7, 11, 20). The atomic
structures of the �X174 virion, procapsid, and assembly naïve
external scaffolding protein have been determined by crystal-
lography (5, 6, 14–16). Thus, biochemical and genetic data can
be interpreted within a defined structural context.

The morphogenetic roles of the �X174 internal and external
scaffolding proteins are illustrated in Fig. 1A. The first identi-
fiable assembly intermediates are pentamers of the viral coat F
and major spike G proteins; the respective 9S and 6S particles,
which form independently of both scaffolding proteins (21).
Five internal scaffolding B proteins bind to the underside of
the 9S particle, yielding the 9S* intermediate (3). This inter-
action also induces a conformational change that allows 9S*-6S
particle associations, forming the 12S* intermediate (19),
which also contains the DNA pilot protein H (3). Twenty
external scaffolding D proteins, most likely in the form of five
tetramers or 10 asymmetric dimers (16), interact with the 12S*

particle. D-D contacts mediate the construction of the procap-
sid (108S), an immature virus particle, presumably by allowing
pentamers to interact across twofold axes of symmetry (1, 5, 6).

In the atomic structure of the viral procapsid (5, 6), there are
four structurally distinct external scaffolding proteins (D1 to
D4), arranged as dimers of dimers (D1D2, D3D4), per viral coat
protein (Fig. 1B and C). As this unique arrangement bears no
resemblance to a T�4 quasiequivalent structure, the external
scaffolding protein must exist in two major conformations to
accommodate the various D-D interactions required for lattice
formation. One monomer in each asymmetric dimer, D1 and
D3, must be bent 30°. This critical kink occurs at glycine resi-
due 61 (G61) in �-helix 3 (Fig. 1C) and is also present in the
crystal structure of the assembly naïve dimer DADB (16). The
organization of the genome further emphasizes the evolution-
ary importance of maintaining the G61 residue in the external
scaffolding protein. Gene E, which encodes the lysis protein,
resides entirely within the gene D sequence. Both proteins are
translated from the same mRNA, and the G61 and gene E
start codons overlap (18).

Theoretically, substitutions for G61 should inhibit the for-
mation of the kinked conformer or alter its structure by chang-
ing the magnitude of the bend found in �-helix 3. As previously
reported (3), proteins with substitutions for G61 were ex-
pressed from cloned genes under lac induction. The mutant
proteins fell into two classes. G61-substituted amino acids with
larger side chains (V, D, P, K) strongly inhibited wild-type
�X174 morphogenesis, whereas the expression of proteins
with smaller side chains (serine, alanine, and threonine, to be
referred to as G61S, G61A, and G61T, respectively) did not
affect wild-type �X174 assembly on the level of plaque forma-
tion. The G61S and G61T proteins were unable to complement
a nullD mutant. Although the G61A protein did display some
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complementation activity, it was extremely weak and was only
observed at 42°C.

The previous studies focused on the dominant lethal pro-
teins, those with substituted side chains of valine or larger.
Alone in nullD infections, these mutant proteins displayed no
activity vis-à-vis their ability to interact with other viral pro-
teins. Assembly was arrested after the formation of the 12S*
particle, the last intermediate before the requirement of the
external scaffolding protein (Fig. 1A). However, in wild-type
infections, in which both the wild-type and mutant proteins
were present, early assembly intermediates were removed from
the pathway. Thus, mutant–wild-type heterodimers are the in-
hibitory species. In the present study, the behavior of the
G61S, G61A, and G61T proteins was investigated. Unlike the
previously characterized proteins, the G61S and G61A pro-
teins appear to interact with other viral proteins and/or early
assembly intermediates in the absence of the wild-type subunit,
suggesting that mutant homodimers retain some level of func-
tion. To further test this hypothesis, �X174 mutants that could
exclusively utilize these mutant proteins to produce viable
progeny were isolated. The torsional angle necessary for the D

protein to properly adopt one of its two conformations can
only be accommodated by a glycine residue, as the other amino
acid side chains occupy forbidden regions of the Ramachand-
ran plot. Thus, the ability to isolate strains that could utilize the
single mutant D protein species would not have been predicted
from past structural analyses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phage plating, media, buffers, and stock preparation. The reagents, media,
buffers, and protocols used in this study have been previously described (8).

Bacterial strains, phage strains, and plasmids. Escherichia coli C strains C122
(sup°) and BAF30 (recA) have been previously described (8, 9). The host slyD
mutation confers resistance to E protein-mediated lysis (17). The �X174 nullD
mutant and the complementing plasmid p�XDJ have been previously reported
(2). The construction of cloned D genes with substitutions for glycine 61 has been
previously described (3). Plasmid names reflect the expressed mutant protein.
For example, pG61S refers to a plasmid encoding a �X174 D protein with a
glycine-to-serine substitution at amino acid 61. Likewise, G61S refers to the
mutant D protein expressed from the plasmid.

Isolation of utilizer mutants. �X174 nullD was plated on cells expressing the
mutated protein, i.e., BAF30/pG61A, BAF30/pG61S, and BAF30/pG61T. Plates
were incubated at 37°C until plaques appeared. Phage from the plaques were
transferred to three indicator lawns seeded with the wild-type host C122, BAF30/

FIG. 1. (A) The �X174 procapsid assembly pathway. (B) External scaffolding subunits D1 (purple), D2 (blue), D3 (brown), and D4 (green); the
coat protein (gray); and the internal scaffolding protein (peach) in the asymmetric unit. (C) The four external scaffolding proteins. The position
of glycine residue 61 within �-helix 3, which is highlighted in yellow, is indicated by a black dot. (D) The locations of the utilizer (black dot) and
resistance (blue dot) mutations (3) in the coat protein. Amino acid F426 is not depicted, as the very C terminus of the coat protein is unordered
in the atomic structure (14, 15). (E) The locations of the utilizer (black dot) and resistance (blue dot) mutations in the internal scaffolding protein.
Amino acid B2 is not depicted, as the N terminus of the internal scaffolding protein is unordered in the procapsid atomic structure (5, 6). The
structures in panels B, C, D, and E are rendered at the same scale and in the same orientation.
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p�XDJ, and a host expressing the mutant external scaffolding protein used in the
selection. utilizer mutants were identified by the retention of the complementa-
tion-dependent phenotype. Putative mutants were plaque purified, and subse-
quent plating assays were performed to confirm that the phenotype bred true.

In vivo characterization of the morphogenetic pathway and the kinetics of
virus production. Extracts of lysis-resistant infected cells were generated and
processed as previously described (3). Virions and assembly intermediates were
separated by rate-zonal sedimentation. Extract samples were loaded atop a 5 to
30% sucrose gradient in 13-by-51-mm tubes and subjected to ultracentrifugation
in a Beckman SW55 Ti rotor at 45,000 rpm for 1.0 h at 18°C. After gradient
fractionation, UV spectrophotometry (optical density at 280 nm [OD280]) was
used to detect particles with S values larger than 70. Sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) of gradient fractions was used
to detect particles with S values of less than 50. The protocols used to examine
the kinetics of virion production have been previously described (22).

RESULTS

Biochemical analysis of particles produced by the external
scaffolding proteins with conservative G61 substitutions. The
results of a previous analysis (3) indicated that the expression
of dominant lethal external scaffolding proteins conferred an
early and very strong block in assembly. The amino acids sub-
stituted for G61 had side chains larger than valine. The ex-
pression of proteins with more-conservative substitutions (S,
A, and T) produced modest decreases in burst and plaque size.
These reductions could result from a decrease in assembly
efficiency or the production of noninfectious assembled parti-
cles. To distinguish between these two alternatives, the large
particles produced in wild-type-infected cells expressing the
G61S, G61A, and G61T proteins were characterized. The con-
centration of the isopropyl-�-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)
inducer used in these experiments yields a wild-type-to-mutant
D protein ratio of approximately 1:1 (22). After the removal of
unabsorbed virions, incubation, and chemical lysis, soluble ma-
terial was subjected to rate-zonal sedimentation. Following
centrifugation, samples were separated into approximately 50
0.1-ml fractions. Particles, regardless of infectivity, were de-
tected by UV spectroscopy at 280 nm.

As shown in the sedimentation profiles in Fig. 2, wild-type
yields were decreased in cells expressing the G61S protein.
Yield reduction was proportional to the induction level of the
cloned gene. Although low levels of defective particles, which
sediment at 70S, were detected in all extracts, their relative
levels were roughly proportional to the yield of virions. To
determine whether the particles that sediment at 114S were as
infectious as the particles produced in the control infection,
the specific infectivity values (PFU/OD280) were calculated. No
significant differences were observed between the particles iso-
lated from the various infections; typical specific infectivity
values were approximately 9.0 � 1011 PFU/OD280 and did not
vary by more than a factor of 2.0 in this and other experiments.
These results suggest that the expression of the mutant pro-
teins most likely affect the efficiency of particle formation.
Similar results were obtained with cells expressing the G61T
protein (data not shown). The G61A protein is discussed be-
low. Although the early assembly intermediates were also char-
acterized, the block in assembly was too modest to reliably
determine which assembly step was inhibited. Thus, further
characterizations focused on analyzing the activity of the mu-
tant proteins in the absence of the wild-type subunit.

As previously reported, the lethal dominant D proteins hav-
ing G61 substitutions with side chains larger than valine only
displayed activity in the presence of the wild-type D protein.
Alone, these mutant proteins behaved as if there were no D
protein present (3). The G61A protein very weakly comple-
mented a nullD mutant at 42°C (Table 1), while the G61S and
G61T proteins displayed no complementation activity. To fur-
ther characterize the activity of these two proteins, extracts of
nullD mutant-infected cells were generated and examined as
described above. No large particles were observed (data not

FIG. 2. Large particles synthesized in wild-type-infected cells. Sym-
bols: closed squares, no inhibitory protein expression; open triangles,
low induction of the G61S protein; closed triangles, high induction of
the G61S protein. See text for the definition of low- and high-induction
conditions.

TABLE 1. Plating efficiencya of �X174 WT, nullD, and
ut3d/nullD strains

Strainc
Substitution for G61b

WT S A T

WT 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
nullD 1.0 RFd RF RF
nullD at 42°Ce 1.0 RF 0.6 RF
ut3d(B)H109Y/nullD 1.0 0.9 0.7 RF
ut3d(B)Q2H/nullD 1.0 0.2 0.4 RF
ut3d(F)E42Y/nullD 1.0 0.6 1.0 RF
ut3d(F)S426L/nullD 1.0 0.8 1.0 RF
ut3d(F)T144A/nullD 1.0 RF 0.7 RF
ut3d(F)Y70H/nullD 1.0 RF 1.0 RF
ut3d(F)D87G/nullD 1.0 RF 0.4 RF

a Plating efficiency � titer on a cell line expressing a mutant external scaffold-
ing protein/titer on a cell line expressing the wild-type (WT) external scaffolding
protein.

b The protein expressed in the cell: WT, wild-type protein; S, glycine
613serine mutant protein; A, glycine 613alanine mutant protein; T, glycine
613threonine mutant protein.

c Mutant names reflect conferred amino acid substitutions. For example,
ut3d(B)H109Y represents utilizer of mutant �-helix 3 D protein with a change in
internal scaffolding protein B, histidine 1093tyrosine.

d RF, am� reversion frequency of the nullD strain, which contains two adja-
cent amber mutations. The am� reversion frequencies ranged from 10�4 to 10�6,
depending on the nullD mutant stock used in the experiment.

e The Gl61A protein could weakly complement the nullD mutant at 42°C.
Although the plating efficiency was high and reproducible, the plaque size was
extremely small. All of the other data shown were generated at 37°C. No other
temperature-dependent phenotypes were observed.
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shown). To characterize the early assembly intermediates, af-
ter rate-zonal sedimentation, fractions were analyzed by SDS-
PAGE. The nullD control infection, in which no external scaf-
folding protein is present, resulted in the accumulation of the
12S* particle, containing the major capsid F, spike G, internal
scaffolding B, and DNA pilot H proteins (Fig. 3). This result is
consistent with the sequential order of protein interactions in
the assembly pathway (Fig. 1A), as the 12S* particle is the last
assembly intermediate prior to the D protein’s entering mor-
phogenesis. In contrast, nullD mutant infection of cells ex-
pressing the mutant G61S external scaffolding protein resulted
in skewing toward the recovery of the 9S* particle compared to
that in the nullD mutant control (Fig. 3). The ratio of coat
protein found in 9S* and 12S* particles was determined by
using Image J software. For the infection of cells expressing the
G61S protein, the ratio was approximately 3:1, whereas the
ratio was approximately 1:1 in the nullD mutant control infec-
tion. This result is reminiscent of those previously obtained
with heterodimers of the wild-type and lethal dominant exter-
nal scaffolding proteins (3). Thus, the prevalence of the 9S*
particle when only the G61S protein is present may indicate
that G61S homodimers, like wild-type–lethal dominant het-
erodimers, are able to enter morphogenesis and remove 12S*

particles from the productive pathway. Results obtained from
nullD mutant infections of cells expressing the G61T protein
were similar to those observed with the nullD mutant control,
suggesting that this protein alone lacks the ability to interact
with other phage proteins (data not shown).

Isolation of utilizer mutants. Although the results of the
biochemical analysis are suggestive, a more compelling case for
mutant protein activity could be made if full complementation
could be achieved. Toward this end, viral mutants that could
exclusively utilize the G61S or G61A external scaffolding pro-
tein were isolated via direct genetic selection. To ensure a wide
array of independently isolated genotypically different muta-
tions (13), nine �X174 nullD stocks were plated with cells
expressing each mutant protein and incubated at 37°C. utilizer
mutants were identified by their ability to form plaques on cells
expressing an exogenous mutant D protein while retaining a
complementation-dependent phenotype. The entire genomes
of two mutants, ut3d(F)S426L/nullD and ut3d(B)H109Y/nullD,
were sequenced and compared to that of the wild type; no
other nucleotide changes were observed, indicating that the
reported substitutions are both necessary and sufficient to con-
fer the utilizer phenotype. The efficiency-of-plating value of
each utilizer mutant was comparable to that of the wild-type
control (Table 1); however, plaque sizes were observably
smaller in each case. Typically, the plaque diameter of any
nullD/utilizer mutant strain on cells expressing the G61A pro-
tein was half of that observed on cells expressing the wild-type
protein, which did not differ significantly from the nullD pa-
rental strain. nullD/utilizer plaque morphology was further re-
duced on cells expressing the G61S protein. All of the isolated
mutations confer the ability to utilize the G61A protein; how-
ever, only a subset of the mutations confers the utilization of
the G61S protein. As an alanine substitution is more conser-
vative, it follows that a wider array of utilizer mutations would
be active with the G61A protein.

Several attempts were made to isolate a mutant that could
utilize the G61T external scaffolding protein. If such a geno-
type exists, it occurs at a frequency of �10�8, which indicates
that multiple mutational events may be required. Therefore,
the ut3d(B)H109Y/nullD strain, which forms plaques on cells
expressing both the G61S and G61A proteins, was used in an
effort to isolate the mutant. Once again, no mutants were
recovered above a frequency of 10�8. Therefore the threonine
substitution may represent the threshold of side chain length,
atomic volume, and surface area tolerated for productive as-
sembly (4, 23).

Kinetics of assembly suggest a delay in nucleation. To fur-
ther characterize the utilizer mutants, the in vivo kinetics of
virion production was investigated. Lysis-resistant cells ex-
pressing the wild-type and G61S proteins were infected at a
low multiplicity of infection with either the nullD or the
ut3d(B)H109Y/nullD mutant strain. In these experiments, viri-
ons were preattached and the infections were synchronized as
previously described (22). At each time point, cells were chem-
ically lysed and samples were plated to determine viral titers.
As shown in Fig. 4, the exponential phase for the utilizer viral
cycle was delayed in cells expressing the G61S protein (closed
triangles) compared to that of cells expressing the wild-type
protein (open circles). The extended lag phase most likely
represents a delay in procapsid nucleation. Afterward, the rate

FIG. 3. Analysis of early assembly intermediates synthesized in
nullD mutant-infected cells. For these experiments, each gradient was
prepared as described in Materials and Methods and separated into
approximately 50 80-	l fractions. Every other fraction was analyzed by
15% SDS-PAGE. Only the relevant fractions are depicted, i.e., frac-
tions 11 to 27 from the bottom of the tube. The 12S* particle is located
in fractions 15 to 17, and the 9S* particle is shown in fractions 23 to 25.
The lane at the far right contains a molecular weight marker. Viral
proteins are labeled as followed: F, coat protein; H, minor spike
protein; G, major spike protein; B, internal scaffolding protein.
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of virion production may also be decreased, which may reflect
slower elongation reactions. Similar results were observed with
the expression of the G61A protein (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

As evinced by the results of structural, biochemical, and
genetic analyses (3, 5, 16), the conformational switch mediated
by glycine residue 61 of the �X174 external scaffolding protein
is critical for proper assembly. The switch allows �-helix 3 to
assume one of two conformations, straight or kinked, depend-
ing on the position of the subunit within either the external
scaffolding protein lattice or the assembly naïve asymmetric
dimer. The expression of cloned D genes with G61 missense
mutations conferred two phenotypes (3). Substitutions with
large side chains (V, D, K, P) inhibited wild-type plaque for-
mation, a dominant lethal phenotype, whereas more-conserva-
tive amino acid substitutions (S, A, T) appear to be recessive
vis-à-vis the ability to inhibit wild-type plaque formation. In the
absence of the wild-type D protein, the dominant lethal pro-
teins do not appear to enter the morphogenetic pathway. The
last intermediate before the requirement of functional D pro-
tein, the 12S* particle, accumulates in nullD mutant-infected
cells. However, in the presence of the wild-type D protein,
12S* particles appear to be removed from the assembly path-
way, suggesting that the inhibitory species is a heterodimer
consisting of mutant and wild-type subunits (3).

In this report, the effects of the D proteins with conservative
substitutions for G61 (S, A, T) were analyzed both in the
presence and in the absence of the wild-type protein. Like the
dominant lethal proteins, the G61S and G61T proteins were
unable to complement a nullD mutant. The G61A protein
exhibited weak complementation but only at 42°C. In nullD
mutant-infected cells expressing any of these three proteins at

37°C, large particles, i.e., procapsids, defective procapsids, or
noninfectious particles, were not detected. Although the 12S*
particle was detected, it was not the predominant assembly
intermediate in cells expressing the G61S protein. The recov-
ery of early assembly intermediates was skewed toward the 9S*
intermediate, which precedes the 12S* particle in morphogen-
esis. This result suggests that the protein may have some ac-
tivity in the absence of the wild-type subunit vis-à-vis the ability
to interact with other phage components.

To test this hypothesis, an attempt was made to isolate
�X174 nullD mutants that could form infectious progeny with
only altered D proteins. Unlike previous attempts conducted
with the dominant lethal proteins, mutants capable of exclu-
sively utilizing the G61S and G61A proteins could be isolated.
However, no single or double mutants capable of utilizing the
G61T protein were recovered, substantiating the hypothesis
that the mutational tolerance at the G61 site is a function of
the substituted amino acid side chain size. Neither the ability to
isolate utilizer mutations nor the weak complementation by the
G61A protein would have been predicted from the atomic
structure of the assembly naïve dimer. Only a glycine residue
allows the proper kinked conformation, as the required torsion
angles for other amino acids occupy forbidden regions of the
Ramachandran plot (16). Thus, the full thermodynamic vari-
ability, flexibility, and tolerance of a protein or system to mu-
tational and evolutionary manipulation are not entirely appar-
ent in X-ray structures.

The serine-to-leucine utilizer mutation at amino acid 426 of
the coat F protein was also isolated as a mutation that con-
ferred resistance to the inhibitory heterodimers in the previous
study (3), suggesting that the two phenomena may be related.
Furthermore, both mutation types, which map to either the
viral coat F or the internal scaffolding B protein, cluster be-
neath either the D3 subunit or the D2-D3 interface (Fig. 1B to
E) in the atomic structure of the “closed” procapsid (5, 6). The
closed procapsid most likely represents an off-pathway product
having undergone a maturation event during crystallization. In
the cryoelectron microscopy reconstruction of the “open” pro-
capsid, which most likely represents the native species, there
are 30-Å pores at the threefold axes of symmetry (1, 12). Thus,
the coat protein helices, in which some of the mutations reside,
would most likely be shifted upward toward the center of the
asymmetric unit, occupying a region under the D2 and D3

subunits.
The atomic structures of utilizer procapsids and the mutant

external scaffolding proteins have not been solved. Therefore,
the exact structural changes imposed upon the external scaf-
folding lattice remain unknown. However, dramatic alterations
would be required to place the utilizer or previously isolated
resistant mutants in direct contact with the mutated G61 resi-
dues. The viral coat protein physically separates the internal
and external scaffolding proteins, thus blocking direct contacts
between the affected amino acids in the two scaffolding pro-
teins. The coat protein utilizer mutations can make direct con-
tact with the D2 and D3 external scaffolding protein subunit,
but these interactions are with the subunits’ undersides,
whereas the altered G61 residue is most likely surface exposed.
Thus, the coat protein utilizer mutations most likely alter the
outer surface of the coat protein to facilitate assembly with the
mutant scaffolding proteins. These requisite alterations can

FIG. 4. Kinetics of phage growth presented as burst (phage number
per cell). Infections were conducted in lysis-resistant cells, and aliquots
were removed every 2 min for the first 20 min and every 10 min
thereafter. Symbols: closed squares, nullD mutant infection of cells
expressing the cloned wild-type D protein; open circles, ut3d(B)H109Y/
nullD mutant infection of cells expressing the cloned wild-type D
protein; closed triangles, ut3d(B)H109Y/nullD mutant infection of cells
expressing the G61S protein.
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also be stimulated by coat-internal scaffolding protein interac-
tions, which are important in producing conformational changes
that allow the 9S* intermediate to interact with other phage
proteins (Fig. 1A).

The results of kinetic experiments indicate that acquisition
of the utilizer mutation does not appear to affect the kinetics of
assembly with the wild-type protein (Fig. 4, open circles and
closed squares, respectively). However, an extended lag phase
was observed with the G61S and G61A mutant species (Fig. 4,
closed triangles). There is no temporal gene expression in the
�X174 system; therefore, the extended lag phase most likely
reflects a delay in procapsid nucleation. As few or no coat-coat
protein contacts are observed in the viral procapsid (1), the
nucleation reaction is most likely mediated by D proteins in-
teracting across twofold axes of symmetry. Many of these in-
teractions are coordinated by amino acids in �-helix 3 of the D2

and D3 subunits, in which the wild-type G61 residue also re-
sides. Thus, substitutions for G61 may alter hydrogen bonds or
electrostatic interactions across twofold axes of symmetry. In
turn, the utilizer mutations may restore interactions by altering
the position of the overall lattice. For example, the utilizer
mutation at amino acid 144 in the viral coat protein eliminates
known coat-D2 protein contacts, perhaps providing the flexi-
bility necessary for the D2 subunits to interact with adjacent D
proteins across the twofold axes of symmetry in an altered
lattice.

Even during wild-type assembly, off-pathway products are
produced. However, the complex equilibria between possible
nucleation reactions favor procapsid assembly, as opposed to
off-pathway products. Missense mutations of G61 most likely
prevent D proteins from interacting across the twofold axis of
symmetry in a manner consistent with nucleating procapsid
assembly. In turn, this skews the equilibria of nucleation reac-
tions toward an off-pathway reaction that removes 12S* parti-
cles from productive morphogenesis. These off-pathway reac-
tions are more effectively mediated by G61S and G61A
homodimers, as well as wild-type–lethal dominant heterodimers.
The utilizer mutations, as with the previously identified resis-
tance mutations, most likely shift the balance toward produc-
tive assembly by either lowering the thermodynamic barrier for
procapsid assembly or elevating the thermodynamic barrier of
the off-pathway reactions. As it is very difficult to physically
separate nucleation from elongation reactions, it is possible
that off-pathway reactions could follow nucleation, conferring
a defect early in elongation.
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